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Question #:1

When do you use the "Add Existing Goal" button?

There are 2 correct answers to this question.

Response:

When the configurable attribute is set to false

When the autosync attribute is set to false

When the configurable attribute is set to true

When the autosync attribute is set to true

Answer: B C

Question #:2

What is the user-defined step in a single route map used for?. (1 Answer)

To make sure the form comes back to the inbox of the user at the end of the workflow

To ensure all performance forms are routed to the same user in that step

To split the sections of the form and send each of them to diferent users for validation

To assign the form to a group of people

Answer: B

Question #:3

What is required in Provisioning to use Continuous Performance Management. (2 answers)

Mobile PM Reviews

Offline form

Role-based permissions

Enable generic objects

Answer: A D

Question #:4
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Your customer has different compensation plan templates for stock and compensation. This customer therefore
wants to use one combined compensation statement.

What can you use to achieve this?

Please choose the correct answer.

Response:

The Secondary Plan option

Role-based permissions

The interoperability option

The Assign Statement Groups option

Answer: A

Question #:5

Your client notices that data on compensation worksheets is incorrect. The attached screenshot shows the user
data file (UDF) that was uploaded. Which columns cause this problem?

There are 3 correct answers to this question.

Response:

DATE_OF_CURRENT_POSITION

SALARY_PRORATING

PAYGRADE

JOBLEVEL

ESALARY

Answer: A B E

Question #:6

Your customer has part time employees. What do you configure in the system to have it calculate the
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compa-ratio, range penetration, current salary and adjusted salary ranges?

Please choose the correct answer.

Response:

Set SALARY_PRORATING in the user data file (UDF) to the percent that the employees work full
time.

Set the XML tag “isActualSalaryImported” to TRUE in the compensation plan template.

Add the standard FTE field to the compensation plan template.

Set COMPENSATION_SAL_RATE_TYPE in the user data file (UDF) to FULL_TIME or
PART_TIME

Answer: C

Question #:7

In Admin Tools, you load a pay matrix table as shown in the attached screenshot. You map attribute 1 to
business unit and attribute 2 department. On the compensation worksheet, an employee is in the Operations
department, the ABC business unit, and pay grade 3. The employee’s current range penetration is calculated as
exactly 100%

What is the employee’s current annual salary?

Please choose the correct answer.

Response:

66000

72000

85000

90000

Answer: B

Question #:8

Which of the following is a recommended option for updating the Employee Profile with compensation data?

There are 2 correct answers.

Response:
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Publish new compensation data from the compensation worksheet directly to the Employee Profile in a
standard compensation portlet.

Create a custom portlet on the employee profile and import compensation data to the portlet using the
Import Extended User Information option.

Permission Human Resource users to enter compensation data on fields in a custom background portlet
as part of the profile completion process.

Import historical compensation data in custom compensation columns on the user data file (UDF) and
create a custom background portlet to display the data.

Answer: A B

Question #:9

What is required when defining a custom field in the goal plan?. (2 Answers)

You must assign a field type to the field

You must assign a field description to the field

You must make the fiel reportable

You must assign a unique ID to the field

Answer: A D

Question #:10

Which rating source combinations can you use to configure a compensation plan template?

There are 2 correct answers.

Response:

A rating from a Performance Management (PM) form

A Comp Rating from the compensation worksheet for employees who do NOT have a PM form.

A rating from a 360 form

A Comp Rating from the compensation worksheet for employees who do NOT have a 360 form.

A rating from a Performance Management (PM) form.

An imported rating from the user data file for employees who do NOT have a PM form

A rating from a Performance Management (PM) form.
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A rating from a different PM form depending on which PM form was assigned to an employee.

Answer: A C

Question #:11

Your customer has five unique competencies each for individual contributor and manager. The competencies
will be translated into element on a PM review form based on job code. What attribute must be shared for all
translation of same competency to meet thisrequirement?

Please choose the correct answer.

Response:

ID

GUID

Library name

Category

Answer: B

Question #:12

How do you lock a goal plan?

There are 2 correct answers to this question.

Response:

Configure the <obj-plan-state-change> element in a Performance form template XML.

Configurethe<obj-plan-states> element in a Goal plan template XML.

Configurethe<obj-edit> attribute in Performance form template XML.

Configure the switches block of code in Goal plan template XML.

Answer: B D

Question #:13

You set up a merit guideline rule based on the performance rating. You import guideline formulas as shown in
the attached screenshot. According to the imported formulas, what is the minimum merit guideline if an
employee’s performance rating is 4?




